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                The specialist in spare parts, maintenance products and accessories for all your appliances.
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                FixPart stands for sustainability
                FixPart is working on a sustainable future. To stop the spread of e-waste and to keep both the environment and your wallet intact, we are collaborating with certain organisations.                

                View all our sustainable initiatives
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                    FixPart repair advice
                    Repairing is not as hard as you might think! View the most common problems and their corresponding solutions in our repair center.
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        Can we help you with something?
        Ask a question to our customer service and we will try to help you as soon as possible!
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        Can we help you? Our customer service team is ready to help you!
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                Looking for the model number plate of your appliance? Find it easily with our finder tool.
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                Looking for a specific product for your appliance? Let us help you find it.
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                Need help? Contact our customer service team directly.

                

            

        
    




    
        Appliance broken? Want to save costs and contribute to a sustainable future by repairing yourself? Yes, you can!        

        FixPart has a vast range of more than 15,000,000 spare parts, maintenance products and accessories for all of your appliances. This includes spare parts for your extractor hood, refrigerator, dishwasher, coffee maker, washing machine, vacuum cleaner, television and microwave. You'll find familiar brands and lesser known brands in our web shop.        

        We have a wide range of products for white goods, including Bosch spare parts, Braun spare parts, Dyson spare parts, Siemens spare parts and Whirlpool spare parts. We stock many original products as well as high-quality OEM and aftermarket products. For most of our products, if you order today, you can expect next day delivery, so order your door handle, vacuum cleaner nozzle, filter, carbon brush, seal, turntable, refrigerator door compartments and grilles from FixPart now.        
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                        Thank you for your product request, we have received it in good order. We will process your request as soon as possible; on business days you can expect an answer from us within a few hours.
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